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Abstract In this paper, we present an extension
of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO which is able to evaluate tree-
level QCD matrix-elements up to 2 → 6 (one more parti-
cle than before). To achieve this, we implemented Berends–
Giele-like recursion, and re-implemented the way colour is
computed such that we can now expand the colour matrix
in powers of 1/Nc and truncate this expansion to a chosen
order. For high multiplicity samples, even without truncating
the colour matrix, the new implementation offers a speed gain
compared to the previous MadGraph5_aMC@NLO code.
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1 Introduction

Accurate and efficient calculation of the hard matrix element
is at the core of most predictions in high-energy physics, with
many tools currently available to automate these calculations
[1–26]. However, due to a much faster growth in the number
of events required for the high-luminosity LHC compared
to the growth of the LHC cpu-hour budget, the efficiency of
such programs needs to be improved by at least 20% and
ideally by a factor of two [27,28]

At the high-luminosity LHC, we expect to see and gener-
ate many processes with multiple well-separated jets. There
are two challenges to calculating the hard matrix element
for these types of processes, even at tree level. The first is
to quickly calculate the Lorentz part of the amplitude (often
called the kinematic part), typically calculated by summing
Feynman diagrams which grow roughly factorially with the
number of external particles; while the second is to calcu-
late the colour algebra, which typically grows like a factorial
squared with the number of external particles. Indeed, as the
multiplicity increases, the colour takes up a larger percent-
age of a MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (MG5aMC) calculation,
with the colour taking up about 60% of the time required to
calculate the cross section of gg → t t̄ ggg [29].

There have been several attempts to speed up the Feynman
diagrams used to calculate the kinematics [29–34]. How-
ever, an alternative method to speed up the kinematics, is
to use recursions such as the off-shell Berends–Giele (BG)
recursion instead of Feynman diagrams [35]. These recur-
sions sum up multiple Feynman diagrams into a single term,
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thus decreasing the required amount of computation, and
have already been implemented in e.g. [5,11]. Other recur-
sive methods can include other off-shell recursions such
as [36,37], or on-shell recursion relations such as [38–40],
though past studies have shown that BG recursions are typi-
cally quicker [41–43].

For the colour, research has mainly focused on two direc-
tions. The first is to diagonalise the colour matrix, thus
severely reducing the number of elements in the colour
matrix. This is mostly realised in the multiplet basis [44–46].
The second approach is to use the large-Nc limit [47], and
expand the colour matrix in a power series in 1/Nc. For the
most relevant processes, each order of the expansion is sep-
arated by two powers of 1/Nc, making the expansion about
as accurate as the expansion in αs .

In this paper, we implement both BG recursion and a
colour expansion in MG5aMC for tree-level Standard Model
processes. In Sect. 2, we summarise colour ordering and
the 1/Nc expansion, as well as BG recursions. Next, in
Sect. 3, we describe and profile their implementations in
the MG5aMC event generator. We show our results for pure
QCD processes in Sect. 4, showing the accuracy and speed
of the colour expansion. We conclude in Sect. 5. A small
user manual is described in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we
briefly show our results for some additional processes includ-
ing those with an electroweak boson. We study the relative
importance of different subprocesses in a typical QCD cross
section in Appendix C. Finally, in Appendix D, we describe
a proposed modified definition of the colour expansion in
multiquark amplitudes.

2 Background theory

In this section, we describe the two main ideas we imple-
mented in this paper, colour ordering in the fundamental
basis and its expansion in powers of 1/Nc, and the use of
Berends–Giele recursion to calculate colour-ordered kine-
matic amplitudes.

2.1 Colour ordering and the 1/Nc expansion

2.1.1 Colour ordering in the fundamental basis

A trick which is often used in QCD calculations is to factorise
the colour part of an amplitude from the kinematics [48–51]

M(1, . . . , n) =
∑

σ

Fσ (su(Nc))Mσ (p1, h1; . . . ; pn, hn), (1)

where, for e.g. the fundamental (also called the trace) or
colour-flow bases, σ is a given permutation of colour order-
ings, Fσ is a function of the gauge algebra su(Nc), and Mσ is
the kinematic (colour ordered) amplitude, which is a function

of the momenta and helicities of the particles. Depending on
the basis in colour space, there may be different forms of Fσ

and Mσ , and different sets of permutations σ .
The squared matrix-element is then given by,

|M(1, . . . , n)|2 =
∑

σ,σ ′
Mσ Fσ F

∗
σ ′︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cσσ ′

M∗
σ ′ , (2)

where we have dropped all functional dependence on the
right hand side; σ, σ ′ are two sets of colour-ordering permu-
tations; and the product Fσ F∗

σ ′ ≡ Cσσ ′ is called the colour
matrix, which in e.g. the fundamental or colour flow bases is
a square matrix with size growing factorially with the particle
multiplicity. The colour matrix typically contains polynomi-
als in Nc, the number of colours, and is calculated using the
following colour-algebra relations:

Tr(ta) = 0, Tr(tatb) = TRδab,

i f abc = 1

TR
Tr(ta[tb, tc]), i f abctc = [ta, tb],

δi i = Nc, δaa = N 2
c − 1,

tai j t
a
kl = TR

(
δilδ jk − 1

Nc
δi jδkl

)
. (3)

Here, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , Nc are (anti)fundamental indices,
a, b, c = 1, 2, . . . , N 2

c − 1 are adjoint indices, all repeated
indices are summed, tai j is a generator of su(Nc) in the funda-

mental representation, f abc the structure constants (or equiv-
alently the generators of su(Nc) in the adjoint representa-
tion), and TR is a normalisation factor, in MG5aMC set to
1/2 (though in the literature it is often set to one).

In MG5aMC, the fundamental basis is used to calculate
the colour matrix. In this basis, all colour factors are written
as strings of fundamental matrices tai j . For example, the all-
gluon amplitude is written as

M(ng) =
∑

P(2,...,n)

Tr(t1 . . . tn)M(1, . . . , n), (4)

where, P(2, . . . , n) indicates the sum of all permutations of
particles 2 . . . n (particle 1 is fixed to not double count, since
the trace is cyclic).

This gives a colour matrix Cng
σσ ′

Cng
σσ ′ = Tr(tσ1 . . . tσn )Tr(tσ

′
n . . . tσ

′
1), (5)

which can be written as a polynomial in Nc using Eq. (3).
Similarly, the amplitude with a single quark line is given

by1

M(qq̄ + ng) =
∑

P(1,...,n)

(t1 . . . tn)qq̄ M(1, . . . , n), (6)

1 We consider all particles as outgoing, so each quark line has a quark
and an antiquark.
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with colour matrix Cqq̄+ng
σσ ′

Cqq̄+ng
σσ ′ = (tσ1 . . . tσn )qq̄(t

σ ′
n . . . tσ

′
1)q̄q , (7)

while the amplitude with two distinct quark lines is given by

M̂(qq̄QQ̄ + ng)

=
∑

i=0,n

∑

P(1,...,i)

∑

P(i+1,...,n)

[
(t1 . . . t i )q Q̄(t i+1 . . . tn)Qq̄

× M(q, 1, . . . , i, Q̄, Q, i + 1, . . . , n, q̄)

− 1

Nc
(t1 . . . t i )qq̄(t

i+1 . . . tn)QQ̄

× M(q, 1, . . . , i, q̄, Q, i + 1, . . . , n, Q̄)
]
. (8)

Here, the first sum allows the gluons to be emitted by either
fundamental colour line, and the second and third sums per-
mute the gluons on each fundamental colour line. If there are
no gluons in a string of t-matrices (i = 0 or i = n), then
that string should be replaced by a Kronecker delta with the
relevant (anti)fundamental indices.

The reason to have two strings of t-matrices, is that we
have used the Fierz identity (last equation of Eq. (3)) to
remove the repeating colour index of the internal gluon con-
necting the two quark lines. This leaves us with two terms,
the first (second line of Eq. (8)) is called the u(Nc) term,
while the second (fourth line of Eq. (8)) is called the u(1)

term, and is 1/Nc suppressed.
If the two quark lines have the same flavour we use (see

e.g. [52,53])

M(q1q̄1q2q̄2 + ng) = M̂(qσ(1)q̄1qσ(2)q̄2 + ng)

− M̂(qσ(2)q̄1qσ(1)q̄2 + ng), (9)

where σ is a permutation of the quarks, andM̂ is the distinct-
flavour amplitude from Eq. (8).

2.1.2 1/Nc expansion

In the fundamental basis, each term in the colour matrixCσσ ′
is a polynomial in Nc. One possible definition of the colour
expansion in this basis, is to keep polynomials of the highest
degree at leading colour (LC), keep polynomials with at most
two degrees smaller at next-to-leading colour (NLC), and so
on. In this definition, each kept polynomial is retained in
full, i.e. we do not truncate the individual polynomials in the
colour matrix. We now go through the expansion for different
types of tree-level amplitudes.

Amplitudes with at most one quark line: For these ampli-
tudes, the polynomial has the form [54]

Cσσ ′ = anN
n
c + an−2N

n−2
c + · · · + amN

m
c ,

for

{
n = ng, all-gluon amplitudes

n = ng + 1, single-quark amplitudes
(10)

where each term in the expansion is two powers of Nc smaller
than the previous term, each ai is some constant, ng is the
number of gluons and m is an integer with m ≤ n − 2. This
motivates expanding the colour matrix in powers of Nc, such
that the LC terms are those with an �= 0, the NLC terms are
those with an = 0, an−2 �= 0, and so on.

Looking at the colour matrices themselves (Eqs. (5) and
(7)), and using the colour algebra relations (3), it is easy to
prove that an = 0 only if σ �= σ ′, an−2 = 0 except on the
diagonal and some off-diagonal terms, and so on.

Modified leading colour for all-gluon amplitudes: The LC
all-gluon amplitude can be modified and made more accurate
by using [48,54]

∑

colours

|M(ng)|2 = T n
R N

n−2
c (N 2

c − 1)

×
∑

P(2,...,n)

[
|M(1, . . . , n)|2 + O(N−2

c )
]
, (11)

as the LC definition. Note that in this definition we do not
keep the full LC polynomial, but rather truncate it due to
relations between colour-ordered amplitudes.

Unfortunately, the authors only know the O(N−2
c ) terms

in this version of the expansion for 6 or less gluons [48],
but not in full generality. This leads to the strange effect that
the default ‘leading colour’ amplitude Eq. (11) is more accu-
rate than the NLC amplitude which uses the standard 1/Nc

expansion in the fundamental basis (cf Sect. 4.1). For this
reason, we label the default LC matrix element as modified
LC, or ‘modLC’. We leave to future work a program which
calculates the modified off-diagonal terms for an arbitrary
number of gluons.

Amplitudes with two quark lines: The colour expansion
for these amplitudes suffers from two problems, one which
occurs when the quarks have the same flavour, and another
when they have distinct flavours. First, unlike Eq. (10), the
same-flavour colour matrix has the form

Cσσ ′ = anN
n
c + an−1N

n−1
c + an−2N

n−2
c + · · · + amN

m
c ,

n = ng + 2, (12)

so that, at a given order of the expansion, we have corrections
of O(1/Nc) ∼ 0.33, not of O(1/N 2

c ) ∼ 0.11 as before.
Due to this, we do not expect as precise an expansion as the
previous cases.
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Despite this, we still define the expansion in powers of
1/N 2

c , and not as powers of 1/Nc. Therefore, the LC terms are
those with an �= 0, the NLC terms are those with an−1 �= 0
and/or an−2 �= 0 but an = 0, and so on.

If the quarks have distinct flavours, the colour matrix once
again follows Eq. (10) with n = ng + 2, but this time a
different problem arises. In this case, at LC we only include
the first three lines of Eq. (8), missing entirely all of the
kinematic amplitudes in the last line of this equation. Since
these kinematic amplitudes could contain terms much larger
than 1/N 2

c we expect the expansion to be poor at LC. In
appendix D we show an attempt to solve this second problem
by redefining the colour expansion.

2.2 Berends–Giele recursions

The basic idea of these recursions is to calculate an off-shell
current Jn(1, . . . , n) with n particles on shell and a single
particle off shell. The (n+ 1)-particle colour-ordered ampli-
tude is given by Jn with its off-shell propagator amputated,
and the result contracted with the wavefunction for particle
n + 1 [35].

Gluon currents: The base ingredients of the gluon off-shell
currents are the one- and two-particle currents Jμ

1 and Jμ
2

Jμ
1 (1) = εμ(1),

Jμ
2 (1, 2) = −i

(p1 + p2)2 V
μμ1μ2
3 (p1, p2)J1,μ1(1)J1,μ2 , (2)

(13)

where εμ(1) is the gluon polarisation vector with momen-
tum p1, and Vμμ1μ2

3 (p1, p2) the colour-ordered three-gluon
vertex.

Using these ingredients as input, together with the colour-
ordered four-point vertex Vμ1μ2μ3μ4

4 , a generic n-point cur-
rent Jμ

n is

Jμ
n (1, . . . , n) = −i

P2
1,n

×
{
n−1∑

i=1

Vμνρ
3 (P1,i , Pi+1,n)Jν(1, . . . , i)Jρ(i + 1, . . . , n)

+
n−2∑

i=1

n−1∑

j=i+1

Vμνρσ
4 Jν(1, . . . , i)Jρ(i + 1, . . . , j)Jσ ( j + 1, . . . , n)

⎫
⎬

⎭,

(14)

where we use the shorthand P2
1,n = (p1 + · · · + pn)2, drop

the number of particles n in Jμ
n where convenient, and use

all outgoing momenta.
To obtain the (n+ 1)-point amplitude it remains to ampu-

tate the propagator, and contract this current with an (on-

shell) external gluon,

M(1, . . . , n + 1)= i P2
1,nεμ(n + 1)Jμ

n (1, . . . , n)|p1+···+pn+1=0 .

(15)

Quark currents: The base ingredients for the quark current
is a single on-shell quark, and an on-shell quark which radi-
ated a gluon i.e.

J1(q) = ū(q),

J2(q; 1) = ū(q)iγ μεμ(1)i
/q + /p1 + m

(q + p1)2 − m2

≡ −J1(q)/J 1(1)
/q + /p1 + m

(q + p1)2 − m2 , (16)

where if the current J has a q in its arguments, then it is a
quark current, otherwise it is a gluon current.

For an arbitrary number of gluons, the quark current is

J (q; 1, . . . , n) = −
n−1∑

i=0

J (q; 1, . . . , i)/J (i + 1, . . . , n)

× /q + /P1,n + m

(q + P1,n)2 − m2 , (17)

while the amplitude is found by contracting with the inverse
propagator and the antispinor, and putting the anti-spinor on
shell

M(q; 1, . . . , n; q) =J (q; 1, . . . , n)(−i)(/q + /P1,n − m)

× v(q)|q+P1,n+q=0 , (18)

where again Pi, j = pi + · · · + p j and all momenta are
outgoing.

3 Technical implementation

In this section, we will go through some of the details of our
implementation of the colour matrix and its expansion, as
well as of the BG recursions. First, in Sect. 3.1, we recall
the main features of the event generator used throughout the
paper, MadGraph5_aMC@NLO (MG5aMC). Then, we will
give some details of how we implemented the colour expan-
sion (Sect. 3.2) and the BG recursions (Sect. 3.3). Finally, in
Sect. 3.4, we discuss in detail the sources of speed difference
between the old and new codes using gg → 5g as a test case.

3.1 The MadGraph5_aMC@NLO event generator

MG5aMC is a metacode which writes a program in the user’s
preferred language to calculate either the squared matrix ele-
ment (standalone mode) or cross section/event generation
(MadEvent mode) of a chosen process within a chosen model
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at either leading order (LO) or next-to-leading order (NLO).
For example, choosing the default language of Fortran, the
default model of the Standard Model (SM), and gg → gg at
LO as a process, MG5aMC will first generate the four Feyn-
man diagrams in this process, then write a Fortran program
which either calculates its squared matrix element or cross
section. The user then runs the program to get their result.

The most common usage of MG5aMC (at LO) is the
MadEvent mode, which returns the cross section for a given
process, including all cuts required to compare to experiment.
This requires both calculating the hard matrix element, and
sampling phase space efficiently to obtain an accurate cross
section.

On the other hand, the standalone version of MG5aMC
calculates matrix elements at a specific, given, phase-space
point. It allows to isolate the speed of a matrix element com-
putation, since we do not have to worry about the conver-
gence speed of the integral. If many phase-space points are
required, it uses RAMBO [55] to do a flat scan of the phase
space.

In this paper, we use the standalone version to better isolate
the speed of the matrix element calculation and to validate
that the Berends–Giele recursions are correctly implemented.

3.2 Implementation of colour computation

In standard MG5aMC (also referred to below as the old code),
the colour matrix is written explicitly as a square matrix of
floats with size growing factorially with the particle multi-
plicity, and Eq. (2) is calculated by using two for loops to do
the explicit matrix multiplication. All of the Feynman dia-
grams appear on equal footing, and are only calculated once
each using the helicity amplitude formalism. In pseudocode,
it looks like this:

1 # store colour matrix
2 C_ij = ...
3

4 # calculate all wavefunctions and
propagators

5 wf_i = ...
6

7 # calculate all Feynman diagrams
8 amp_i = ...
9

10 # combine Feynman diagrams into colour -
ordered amplitudes

11 coamp_i = ...
12

13 # sum over colours
14 full_amp ^2 = 0
15 loop over rows
16 | tmp = SUM over columns (C_ij *

coamp_j)
17 | full_amp ^2 += conj(coamp_i) * tmp

In the new BG/colour ordered code (from now on referred
to as the new code) each of these steps are done differ-

ently. One big difference occurs for multiquark amplitudes.
For these, we do not simply calculate all kinematic (BG or
Feynman) diagrams once. Instead, we separate the kinematic
amplitude into multiple calculations of different flows cor-
responding to: (i) whether the colour ordering belongs to a
u(Nc) or u(1) gluon; and (ii) how many gluons are on each
colour line. This makes it easy to combine partial graphs into
BG currents, but has the disadvantage that the same kinematic
diagrams are calculated multiple times.

Additionally, instead of writing the full colour matrix
explicitly, we take the first row (if multiquark the first row for
each flow) of the colour sum and separate it into contributions
at LC, NLC, N2LC, etc. For each colour order and flow, we
write the kinematic amplitudes for that row times the relevant
colour matrix entries times the conjugate amplitude. That is,
we have something of the form

M∗
σ1

⎛

⎝
∑

j∈NkLC

Cσ1σ j Mσ j

⎞

⎠ . (19)

To loop over all rows, we keep the values of colour factors
in Eq. (19) the same, and permute the colour-ordered ampli-
tude indices σ j . This requires a permutation matrix of the
same size as the original colour matrix, but which, unlike the
colour matrix, has integer components, so uses only half the
size in memory (and it can technically be reduced even fur-
ther). This is a feasible solution for the multiplicities we wish
to probe, but for higher multiplicities the factorial-squared
growth will quickly become a problem (expanding in pow-
ers of 1/Nc offers one possible solution depending on the
accuracy desired).

A pseudocode of the new program (for a given flow) is:

1 # calculate kinematics
2 ...
3

4 # store permutation matrix
5 perm[i,j] = k
6

7 # sum over colours
8 full_amp ^2 = 0
9 loop over rows of permutation matrix (

nrow)
10 | onerow = 0
11 | loop over column j, filtered for 1/Nc
12 | | onerow+= C_1j* coamp[perm[nrow ,j]]
13 | onerow *= conj(coamp[perm[nrow ,1])
14 | full_amp ^2+= onerow

Note that in both methods of computation, one can use the
fact that the colour-matrix is symmetric to further optimise
the computation.2

2 This optimisation will be added to MG5aMC version 3.5.0 within
the old code and within 3.5.1 for the new code.
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Fig. 1 Recycling in MG5aMC. Starting from out to in, MG5aMC cal-
culates propagators as off-shell currents which it then caches. When
two diagrams share an off-shell current such as current 9, there is no
need to recalculate this current, and the cached version is instead used.
The value of the Feynman diagram is then calculated by contracting the
remaining, often internal, currents

3.3 Implementation of Berends–Giele recursion

In MG5aMC, multiple Feynman diagrams are calculated
efficiently by recycling three- and four-point off-shell cur-
rents when they belong to multiple diagrams (see Fig. 1). This
allows to reduce the total number of calculations required,
making a simpler and faster program.

While the version of BG recursion given in Sect. 2.2 builds
currents by always adding a single extra particle until all par-
ticles have been used, MG5aMC does not do this. This is
because MG5aMC uses multiple small BG currents in par-
allel (for different external particles), before eventually con-
tracting these currents together in a trivalent or four-valent
vertex (see first two lines of Fig. 2). One consequence of this
choice is that BG recursions lead to a speed gain only for
multiplicity greater than or equal to six, since below that the
recycling algorithm reaches the same efficiency.

We stress that our new code is less optimal to compute
the kinematics part than standard MG5aMC, both with and
without using BG recursion. The reason for this is that we
have not implemented all possible optimisations (many such
optimisations are well known, and are left to future work).
Nevertheless, the BG recursions compile far quicker than the
old code at high multiplicity, allowing to generate and study
processes with higher multiplicity than before. Also, the new
code is faster to run than the old code at high multiplicities,
even with the slower kinematics (see Sect. 4.2).

3.4 Sources of speed differences

As seen in the pseudocode in Sect. 3.2, we can, loosely speak-
ing, divide a MG5aMC calculation into four parts:

(i) Calculate wavefunctions (WFs), both external and inter-
nal (i.e. propagators or off-shell BG currents)

(ii) Calculate the amplitudes (AMPs), i.e. completed Feyn-
man or BG graphs

(iii) Sum up the AMPs into the colour ordered amplitudes
(Mσ )

(iv) Loop over the colour matrix, calculating Eq. (2).

Fig. 2 An example of BG recursion in MG5aMC. Each of the square
and circular blobs represent three possible diagrams. The current J3 is
created by combining the three off-shell currents I1, I2, and I3 into a
single off-shell current (first line), which is then used in three graphs
(second line). In this way, 9 Feynman diagrams becomes 3 graphs. A
future optimisation would be to also combine particles 4, 5, and 6 into
another three-particle current J ′

3, which would then have its propagator
amputated and be contracted with J3 (third line)

Table 1 The number of instructions to calculate gg → 5g for 10 phase-
space points at full colour in standard MG5aMC standalone and in our
new code (at N6LC, i.e. full colour and using BG recursions). In addition
to the total number of instructions required to do the calculation (Full
ME), we have broken down the calculation into four steps: calculat-
ing internal and external wavefunctions (WFs), calculating completed
graphs (AMPs), putting these graphs into colour ordered amplitudes
(Mσ ), and summing over colours (col sum). The number in brackets is
the percentage of the total number of instructions required to calculate
the Full ME. In the right-hand column we compare the old code and the
new one, and use red when the new code is worse than the old one

MG5aMC New code MG5aMC
new code

Full ME 41G 31G 1.3

(i) WFs 0.99G (2.4%) 0.59G (1.9%) 1.7

(ii) AMPs 6.6G (16%) 16G (51%) 0.42

(iii) Mσ 3.2G (9.3%) 1.1G (3.6%) 2.9

(iv) col sum 30G (72%) 14G (44%) 2.2

In the new code, all four of these steps are changed. To
understand the effect of each change, we profiled the process
gg → 5g for both standard MG5aMC and for the new code,
with results summarised in Table 1.

For steps (i) and (ii), our BG recursion misses many opti-
misations included in standard MG5aMC, so even though we
use BG recursions, we actually have more WFs at low mul-
tiplicity but less at high multiplicity, and have many more
AMPs in the new code than the old code. Improving this is
left for future work, but for now we are mostly interested in
high multiplicity processes where the colour sum dominates.
As seen in Sect. 4.2 below, at low multiplicity the missed
optimisations cause the new program to be slower than the
standard MG5aMC one, but at high multiplicity the new pro-
gram is significantly faster.

An effect of the BG recursions is to reduce how many
AMPs go into the individual colour-ordered amplitudes Mσ .
Though this part of the code was not a bottleneck, using BG
recursions can improve this part of the calculation signifi-
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cantly at high multiplicity, e.g. by about a factor three for
gg → 5g.

The biggest improvement of the new code is in the colour
sum. In standard MG5aMC, the colour matrix is stored as a
matrix of real numbers of double precision. The colour sum
is then just the matrix multiplication of Eq. (2).

In contrast to this, the new code only explicitly stores the
first row of the colour sum (for each flow). We then have
a single loop over all rows using a permutation matrix of
integer numbers (see Sect. 3.2 for more details). This simple
change appears to more than halve the work of the colour
sum, which is vital because as seen in Table 1 and Ref. [29],
the colour sum in MG5aMC is one of the main bottlenecks
for going to higher multiplicities. While this change defi-
nitely helps, we remind that this optimisation doesn’t change
the factorial-squared growth of the colour sum. On the other
hand, truncating the expansion in powers of 1/Nc helps this
issue.

4 Validation and results

Now we turn our attention to the results of this paper. We
will first look at the accuracy of the 1/Nc colour expansion
for various processes, and validate this expansion by show-
ing that it converges to the full colour result. Next, we will
consider the speed of the program and compare it with the
standard version of MG5aMC.

We checked the accuracy and speed process by process
in both pure QCD and mixed QCD/EW theories,3 with a
representative subset of QCD processes shown below (the
mixed QCD/EW results are given in Appendix B).

As will be seen below, the LC amplitudes are in general
not good enough to be used in practical purposes, the NLC
amplitudes can be used to speed up phase-space integration
but require special tricks/correction factors [7,56,57], while
all processes studied have good accuracy already at NNLC.
For the speed, we will find that the new code is faster than
the old one at high enough multiplicity, but slower for low
multiplicities (where the computation is not dominated by
the colour-matrix).

4.1 Accuracy and precision of colour approximation

All-gluon amplitudes: We begin by considering the accu-
racy of the gg → (n−2)g all-gluon amplitudes, as shown in
Fig. 3. In the top panel we see the average value of NkLC/FC
over a flat scan of phase space (using RAMBO [55]), i.e.
for each phase-space point we divide the colour-truncated
squared matrix element by the full squared matrix element
calculated by MG5aMC, and average this over phase space.

3 Note that the decay-chain syntax is not supported.

Fig. 3 Accuracy of expansion in colours 1/Nc in the process gg →
(n − 2)g compared to the value calculated in standard MG5aMC (FC).
modLC is described in Eq. (11) and is a modified LC value, hence it is
more accurate than NLC which is unmodified. The 8g line is dotted since
the accuracy was compared to N5LC rather than FC due to MG5aMC
not being able to calculate this process. The top panel shows, for a
given colour order NkLC, the average NkLC/FC value, with the standard
deviation in the shaded region. The bottom panel shows the relative error

For up to 6 gluons, the average is taken using 100,000 phase-
space points, for 7 gluons using 10,000 points, and for 8
gluons using 1000 points. All processes were calculated at√
s = 1 TeV. The 8g version is dotted since we could not

compile the FC process in standard MG5aMC, therefore we
took the N5LC value to approximate FC. Since the 8g N4LC
and N5LC results already agree for the first four significant
figures, this should not affect any conclusions. Such conver-
gence is also a good validation of our colour expansion.

The shaded regions correspond to the standard deviation of
the NkLC/FC ratios, while the bottom panel is the percentage
uncertainty, i.e. the standard deviation divided by the average.
We assume a roughly Gaussian distribution,4 and study the
phase-space dependence of the accuracy and precision later
in this section.

From Fig. 3, we conclude that modified LC, Eq. (11), is
more accurate but less precise than NLC. Additionally, for
8 gluons the colour expansion converges by N3LC, at per-
mil-level accuracy. Also, by NLC the relative precision of
the expansion is much smaller than the average offset from
the true value, allowing to systematically correct results if
desired. We stress that when computing cross-sections and/or
generating events, precise but inaccurate results can help
speed up the code. This can be achieved by avoiding to com-
pute the full matrix-element for all phase-space points, but
still guaranteeing no bias after phase-space integration [3,7].

4 We have made some basic checks that a Gaussian assumption is rea-
sonable.
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Table 2 The average modLC/FC, LC/FC, and NLC/FC in the all-gluon
colour expansion in the fundamental basis

modLC/FC LC/FC NLC/FC

4g 1 0.704 1

5g 1 0.624 0.970

6g 0.989 0.549 0.922

7g 0.962 0.474 0.867

8g 0.915 0.401 0.803

To quantify the effect of modified LC, Eq. (11), we show
in Table 2 the average values of both the standard LC/FC
and the modified LC/FC. The NLC/FC value is also used for
comparison, confirming that it is far more accurate than the
true LC amplitudes, even if it is less accurate than the modLC
results. Since the only difference between modLC and LC is
changing the colour factor in Eq. (11), the relative (but not
absolute) precision of LC and modLC are the same.

Table 2 shows that a true LC all-gluon amplitude in the
fundamental basis is a very poor description of the full ampli-
tude, being about 60% too small for the 8 gluon amplitude.
The reason is likely that we are using fundamental matrices
(i.e. the colour matrices of quarks) to describe the colour of
gluons. Therefore, we expect e.g. the colour flow expansion
to be more suited to the all gluon amplitude, since a pure
gluon amplitude can be fully described with U (3) gluons.
Alternatively, the modLC description works very well since
it uses more than just a strict expansion in colour to calculate
the colour factor.

Amplitudes with a single quark pair: Next we consider
QCD processes with a single quark pair using uū → ng as a
test process (see Fig. 4). We used 100,000 phase-space points
for up to 5 gluons and 10,000 points for 6 gluons. In this
case, the LC approximation is neither particularly accurate
nor precise. At low multiplicity, it over-estimates the ampli-
tude, while it increasingly under-estimates it starting from
four gluon multiplicity. Similar to the all-gluon amplitudes
in Fig. 3, the NLC relative precision is around a few percent.
However, unlike the all-gluon case, the NLC amplitude is
already quite accurate, being on average percent-level accu-
rate or better for 5 or less gluons, and about 3% accurate for
6 gluons. Both the accuracy and relative precision of N2LC
is at or better than about 0.1% for all studied processes.

Amplitudes with two quark pairs: To complete the pure
massless QCD analysis, we study processes with two quark
pairs. We take two test cases, uū → dd̄ + ng and uū →
uū+ng, again using 100,000 phase-space points for all mul-
tiplicities except for the largest one, which was calculated
using 10,000 points. We use two test cases here in order to
study the effects of quark interference on accuracy and pre-
cision.

Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 but for the process uū → ng

As we see in Fig. 5, LC has only about 20–30% relative
precision, and that for distinct quark flavours the LC value
again decreases with increasing gluons. The same-flavour
LC amplitudes are more precise than the distinct-flavour
ones, possibly due to all kinematic amplitudes being included
already at LC for the same flavour case (cf Eqs. (8) and (9)
and the discussion around (12)). By NLC, the accuracy is
already very good, around the percent level, with precision
about 5% or better. Once again, by NNLC, the accuracy is
around 0.1% or better, with precision around 0.5% or better.

Amplitudes with a top quark pair:An important process in
QCD is the production of a top pair. MG5aMC can now cal-
culate this production using the new code. As we see in Fig. 6,
the LC values for t t̄ production become very inaccurate at
high multiplicity, with the gg → t t̄4g matrix element being
just 56% of its required value on average. However, the rela-
tive precision of about 8.7% allows this value to be systemat-
ically corrected. Indeed, such a correction for gluon-induced
top production appears well motivated already for two or
more final-state gluons. If the process is quark-induced, the
LC relative precision is around or above 20% depending on
the multiplicity.

At NLC, the results are also quite different depending
on the subprocess. For the gluon-induced process, the NLC
result is only 9% accurate for 4 gluons with a relative pre-
cision of about 2.9%, while the second process is accurate
to within a few percent for all processes studied but has a
slightly worse relative precision of up to 3.5%.

Like the previous processes, NNLC describes the results
to a high accuracy and precision. All processes are described
to an accuracy and precision of about a half of a percent or
better for all multiplicities.

Accuracy in different parts of phase space: While Figs. 3,
4, 5 and 6 show the average accuracy of the expansion in a flat
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Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 3 but for the processes uū → dd̄ + ng and uū → uū + ng

Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 3 but for the processes gg → t t̄ + ng and uū → t t̄ + ng

phase-space scan, it is also good to know if the accuracy and
precision are dependent on the phase-space region. In order to
check this, we looked at the processes uū → 3g and uū →
4g for 107 phase-space points produced by RAMBO. For
each point, we calculated the energy fractions xi = 2Ei/Ecm

of each particle, storing the minimum one; and calculated the
cosine of the opening angle between each particle, cos(θi j ),
storing the maximum value (minimum angle) for each point.

As is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the accuracy and precision,
especially at LC, depends strongly on whether all particles are
well-separated or not in angle. On the other hand, the energy
of the softest particle appears to have little importance on
the accuracy of the colour expansion. Since the accuracy and
precision of LC appears to depend too much on the phase-
space point, we think that LC is too crude to be used. On the

other hand, NLC can be used, but may vary slightly with the
opening angle of two particles, which might create an issue
depending on the multiplicity and how the approximation is
used.

In addition to this general scan over phase-space, it is
useful to confirm that each of the colour-ordered amplitudes
has the expected soft and collinear limit [48]. To do this,
we created around a thousand uū → 3g Born phase-space
points, and added a fourth soft or collinear gluon. The added
gluon was then made more and more soft or collinear to
another parton. As we see in Fig. 9, the accuracy and precision
of the colour expansion are not changed in the deeply soft
or collinear limits. Therefore, the inclusion of the pole in
the squared matrix element does not depend on the terms
included in the colour expansion.
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Fig. 7 Accuracy and precision of expansion in colours 1/Nc in the process uū → 3g as a function of the minimum energy fraction x =
min(2Ei/Ecm) of a given particle (left) and maximum cos(θi j ) between two particles (right)

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7 but for the process uū → 4g

Fig. 9 The accuracy and precision of the colour expansion in the soft and collinear limits for uū → 4g
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Fig. 10 Top: Speed of the process gg → (n − 2)g for each colour
ordering and gluon multiplicity. FC corresponds to standard MG5aMC
(version 2.9.2, for standalone essentially equivalent to the latest version
3.4.1). Bottom: Ratio of the speed using standard MG5aMC to using the
new code for each colour ordering. Standard MG5aMC cannot calculate
gg → 6g, so the right-most ratio speeds instead contains the N5LC BG
speed on the denominator to show the effects of colour ordering and
obtain an estimate for the true speed increase. Speed tests done on a
MacBook Pro 2020 CPU i5-8257U

4.2 Speed gain

In this section we compare the speed of this new code with
that of standard MG5aMC. To do this, we compare the time
taken to evaluate the same matrix elements in the new and
old codes (for the different sources of speed gain (and loss),
see Sect. 3.4). Note that these comparisons ignore the time
taken to generate and compile the code in the new and old
way.5

All-gluon amplitudes: First we describe in detail the speed
of the all-gluon amplitudes, shown in Fig. 10. The top panel
of this figure shows the average time it takes to calculate a
single phase-space point at each gluon multiplicity and each
order of the colour expansion. The bottom panel shows the
ratio

tFC
tnew code
Nk LC

,

where tFC is the time taken using standard MG5aMC, and
tnew code
Nk LC

is the time using the new code (with BG recursions)
with the colour matrix expanded to include all terms up to
NkLC. It allows to quantify the speed gain or loss from using
the new code and truncating the colour expansion. When the
order in 1/Nc is high enough, both the old and new codes

5 The new code is generated and compiled much faster at high multi-
plicity, and both codes take a similar time to generate and compile at
low multiplicity.

are evaluating the same matrix element and there is no speed
gain due to truncating the expansion.

At low gluon multiplicity, the new code is actually slower
than standard MG5aMC, but at seven gluons the colour sum
dominates sufficiently such that the new code is between
1.2 and 2.9 times faster than MG5aMC depending on the
truncation of the colour expansion, and at eight gluons, we
can only use the new code. We therefore significantly speed
up the slowest processes, even though we slow down some
faster ones.

There are several options to address the speed loss. The
first is to optimise the BG recursions. As discussed in
Sect. 3.3, there are many possible optimisations not yet used
in the BG recursion, and implementing them should help alle-
viate this problem. A second option is to import the colour
computation from the new code into standard MG5aMC and
ignore BG recursions completely. A third option is to use
some optimised BG recursions and the new colour computa-
tion at high multiplicity, and use standard MG5aMC together
with the new colour computation at low multiplicity. Since
BG recursions are expected to bring gains at high multiplic-
ity, this may create a best of both worlds scenario. Exploring
these options is left for future work.

Since we cannot use standard MG5aMC for 8 gluons, the
speed increase for this process is compared to the N5LC
BG recursion in the ratio plot at the bottom of Fig. 10, i.e.
the increase shown is purely due to truncating the colour
matrix. This is almost certainly an underestimate of the speed
increase.

It is worth noting that since the colour matrix has size
(n − 1)! × (n − 1)!, the effect of truncating the matrix leads
to larger speed gain for larger gluon multiplicity. By 8 gluons,
the LC amplitude is over 8 times faster than the full answer
calculated with BG recursions, while the N2LC result is over
twice as fast (recall that the 8 gluon N2LC amplitude is accu-

Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 10 but for uū → ng
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 10 but for uū → dd̄ + ng (left) and uū → uū + ng (right)

Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 10 but for gg → t t̄ + ng and uū → t t̄ + ng

rate to within a few percent and has a precision of about half
a percent, see Fig. 3). At 7 gluons the LC result is about 2.4
times faster than the FC result when FC is calculated using
the new code (i.e. when the only difference is the truncated
colour matrix).

Amplitudes with a single quark pair: Next, we consider
QCD processes with a single quark pair, again using uū →
ng as a test process (see Fig. 11). We again see that the new
code is much faster at high gluon multiplicity, and a bit slower
at low gluon multiplicity. This amplitude is about a factor 10
faster than the all-gluon amplitude, and has a similar level of
importance (see Appendix C, Fig. 17). The 6g amplitude at
N2LC is about 2.3 times faster than standard MG5aMC with
an accuracy of around 0.1% and precision of around 0.5%
(see Fig. 4).

Amplitudes with two quark pairs: To complete the pure
massless QCD analysis, we again study uū → dd̄ + ng and
uū → uū + ng as shown in Fig. 12. This time the new code
is significantly slower than standard MG5aMC for low gluon
multiplicity, but again starts to become faster at high multi-
plicity. However, as one can seen in appendix C (Fig. 17),
this process is less significant than the other massless QCD
processes. Further, comparing Fig. 12 to Figs. 10 and 11, we
see that multiquark amplitudes are also quicker than most
other massless QCD processes, hence a speed gain or loss
here is not so significant.

Amplitudes with a top quark pair: Finally, in Fig. 13, we
consider the speed of pure QCD processes with a top pair.
Once again, at high multiplicity (in this case four or more
gluons in the final state) we see the new code becomes faster
than standard MG5aMC. For less final-state gluons the old
code is quicker.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have re-implemented the colour compu-
tation of MG5aMC and implemented BG-like recursions
within MG5aMC. We now have both a more efficient way to
generate QCD amplitudes, as well as a faster matrix-element
evaluation at high multiplicity. In particular, MG5aMC can
for the first time generate and evaluate matrix elements for
gg → 6g and some other high multiplicity processes.

For the colour computation, we defined an expansion of
the colour-matrix as a function of the highest power of Nc,
and studied the accuracy and relative precision of the expan-
sion for various processes. In general the LC approximation
does not provide either an accurate or precise value of the full
matrix-element squared, and therefore is barely usable for
any practical application. The situation radically improves
for NLC accuracy where the precision is typically at the
percent level, even if the computation can be affected by
a large bias. This approximation should be enough to speed
up phase-space integration, thanks to various phase-space
integration methods based on having access to fast matrix-
elements [7,56,57]. For the all-gluon amplitude, the N2LC
approximation is also affected by a bias. However, all other
processes are precise at the per-mil level at N2LC and do not
have any significant bias. In all cases, the N3LC amplitudes
are extremely precise and accurate, and should be usable
without corrections in many applications.

Importantly, the novel implementation of the colour sum
in the new code improves the evaluation time of high-
multiplicity matrix elements, even without truncating the
colour expansion. If truncating the colour expansion, we can
further gain in the evaluation time by using phase-space sym-
metry to limit the number of colour orderings required [58].
At low multiplicity, the computation of the colour-matrix is
not critical, and since our implementation of the BG relation
is not as optimised as standard MG5aMC, the new code is
slower than the old code at these multiplicities. Such optimi-
sation is left for future work. Additionally, like done in [58],
it would be beneficial to know in advance which terms of
the colour matrix contribute to which order of the expansion.
This would greatly help speed up the generation of the code,
allowing to go to even higher multiplicity.

This paper is an important milestone for the MG5aMC
code, both by allowing higher multiplicity, and by allowing
more control on the colour treatment of the computation.
Now such improvement needs to be incorporated within the
other types of computation offered by MG5aMC, in partic-
ular for LO/NLO cross-section/event generation for merged
generation. The best approach here would require some deep
change within the phase-space integrator since it is not com-
patible with BG recursions [59]. Independently of making
these deep changes, importing the new colour computation
into the main code should be fairly straightforward. This opti-

misation should allow to have, for high multiplicity, code
faster by around 30%, thus allowing us to meet the require-
ment needed for HL-LHC [27,28].
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Appendix A: Manual

In this section, we describe how to use the new code. This
short manual will assume the reader is familiar with and
already knows how to run MG5aMC (the unfamiliar reader
is directed to [7] for the structure and main commands of
MG5aMC). We remind that the recursions and the colour
ordering are only available in standalone mode, such that we
can only calculate squared matrix elements, and not cross
sections (which would require a dedicated phase-space inte-
grator). Both the BG recursions and new colour implemen-
tation can only be used within a colour expansion. If the user
wants the full colour amplitude using the new code, they
simply need to choose a high enough colour order such that
the expansion finishes. For example, if the expansion natu-
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rally terminates at NLC, then choosing colour order NLC,
N2LC, N3LC etc. will all give the full colour result. There
is no known time penalty for choosing e.g. N3LC when the
expansion naturally terminates at NLC.

To switch on the new code we use thesetcolor_order-
ing command, where color_ordering 0 means using
normal MG5aMC and is the default. If color_ordering
is set to k ≥ 1, then MG5aMC will calculate the Nk−1LC
amplitude. Only after setting the colour ordering to a non-
zero value is it possible to use set optimization to
toggle between BG recursion (default, optimization
3) and standard Feynman diagrams (optimization 1).
Note that although optimization 1 uses Feynman dia-
grams, it does not use the optimised version from standard
MG5aMC. Therefore, using optimization 1 will be
slower than using the default BG recursions. Finally, if we
want to use the modified definition of multiquark colour (see
Appendix D), we can change the LC_defn from its default
value of fund to modLC.

To make the instructions more explicit, we write here a
sample card (assumed to be called example.txt), which
will instruct MG5aMC to generate and calculate the pro-
cess pp → 5 j at NLC using BG recursion for the kinemat-
ics. To use it, type./bin/mg5aMC example.txt in the
MG5aMC directory.

1 set ignore_six_quark_processes j #
avoid 6 quark process

2 set color_ordering 2
3 set LC_defn fund #default: other option

modLC
4 set optimization 3 #default: other

option 1
5 generate p p > 5j
6 output standalone
7 launch

Appendix B: Accuracy and speed of additional processes

In this section we briefly repeat the analysis of Sect. 4 for
QCD processes with three quark pairs and QCD processes
with the addition of an electroweak boson.

Processes with three quark pairs: Similar to the two-quark
amplitudes, we here distinguish between whether the quarks
all have the same flavour, whether two quark lines have the
same flavour, or all quarks are distinct, with the first and
last of these cases shown in Fig. 14. For up to 1 gluon in the
final state, we used 100,000 phase-space points. For 2 gluons
we used 10,000 phase-space points. Like in the two-quark-
line case (cf Fig. 5), the LC accuracy and precision is rather
poor, NLC provides a good approximation, and by N2LC
the approximation is very close to exact for the multiplicities
studied.

Also, since we optimised for multigluon amplitudes and
not for multiquark amplitudes, we found the new code to
be slower than the old one for this type of process. This is
unlikely to be an issue however, since processes with three
quark pairs are typically very sub-leading, so this matrix ele-
ment is calculated far less often compared to those in the
main text (see Fig. 17).

Processes with an EWboson: As a first test case we look at
Z production, using the process uū → Z + ng (see Fig. 15).
Comparing to Fig. 4, we see a similar accuracy and relative
precision when the number of gluons are the same. On the
other hand, comparing to Fig. 11 and in particular looking at
the high multiplicity end, we see a greater improvement in
speed when adding gluons, but a slightly lower speed gain if
comparing overall particle multiplicity.

As a second test case we consider Z boson production with
an additional quark pair (see Fig. 16). Comparing to Fig. 5
we again see that the accuracy and precision is largely driven

Fig. 14 Same as Fig. 3 but for the processes uū → dd̄ss̄ + ng and uū → uūuū + ng
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Fig. 15 Same as Figs. 3 and 10 but for uū → Z + ng

Fig. 16 Same as Figs. 3 and 10 but for uū → Z dd̄ + ng (left) and uū → Z uū + ng (right)
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by the number and nature of the QCD particles involved.
Instead comparing the speed to Fig. 12, we see that this time
we have a worse speed performance when adding a Z boson
compared to the pure QCD multiquark case.

We conclude that the Z boson has little effect on the accu-
racy and precision, and that it is the QCD part of the process
which is important for this. On the other hand, the Z boson
has a large role to play in evaluation speed.

Similar to the Z boson, we tested the addition of a W
boson by testing the processes ud̄ → W+ + ng, ud̄ →
W+ ss̄+ng and ud̄ → W+ uū+ng. The conclusions stated
in the previous paragraph about the Z boson were found to be
equally applicable to the W boson, with the exception that
the W boson was found to play a larger role in evaluation
speed.

Appendix C: Subprocess cross-sections in multi-jet pro-
duction

In this appendix, we study the relative importance of various
types of subprocesses classified by the number of quark lines
present in the sub-process. Such information advises how
critical it is to optimise the speed of the various contributions.

In Fig. 17, we present the tree-level cross-sections for
multi-jet production, grouped via the number of quark lines
present within the associated subprocess. The cross-sections
are computed at partonic level as they would be within the
MLM mode of MG5aMC.

The code used to perform his is the following:

1 generate p p > 2j
2 add process p p > 3j
3 add process p p > 4j
4 add process p p > 5j
5 output
6 launch
7 shower=OFF
8 set xqcut 10

As can be seen from the above set of commands, everything
is default except for the value of xqcut, and therefore the only
additional cut is the maximum rapidity of the jet which is set
at 5. Additionally, the PDF is NNPDF 2.3 (lhaid=247000)
[60]. We stress that within this procedure, no Sudakovs are
included at parton-level. Those factors are normally included
after the running of the parton-shower by vetoing some of the
generated events. Therefore the reported cross-sections con-
tain double-counting and should not be compared to exper-
imental results. However, these values dictate how many
events need to be generated within each category and there-
fore indicate the relative-importance of each category for a
typical multi-jet calculation.

From Fig. 17, we can conclude that, like in any matched-
merged computation, the cross-section is dominated by the
lowest multiplicity, which is fast and easy to compute. How-

Fig. 17 MLM cross-section for each multiplicity and amplitude type
without the inclusion of the Sudakov form-factor (xqcut = 10 GeV)

ever, the overall computation time is dominated by the highest
multiplicity sample due to lower event generation efficiency
and slower matrix-element evaluation.

At high multiplicity, the full gluon amplitude is sec-
ond to (but basically on par with) the single quark line
(that includes gg → qq̄(n − 4)g, qq̄ → (n − 2)g and
q/q̄g → q/q̄(n − 3)g). Higher numbers of quark lines are
suppressed at such multiplicities, with the three-quark line
being completely negligible. By extrapolating the plot for
higher multiplicity, one can guess that cross sections with
two quark lines will surpass the full gluon amplitude at either
multiplicity 8 (2 → 6 process) or 9.

Appendix D: Modified colour expansion for multiquark
amplitudes

Here we describe an attempt to modify the colour expansion
in multiquark amplitudes, for reasons outlined at the end of
Sect. 2.1.2. It was found that this modified colour expansion
does not overly help the accuracy or precision of the colour
expansion, but we leave it here for the interested reader.

For two quark pairs, a strict colour expansion includes the
1/Nc from the u(1) gluon in the expansion. This implies that
only the second and third lines of Eq. (8) are included at LC
if the quark lines have different flavour. Therefore, unlike for
single-quark or all-gluon amplitudes, we do not include all
kinematic amplitudes at least once at LC.

We therefore propose a modified colour or ‘modNkLC’
expansion, which does not count the 1/Nc terms coming
from the u(1) gluon in the expansion, but rather includes it
in the definition of the kinematic amplitude. The remaining
rules of the expansion continue as before.

In other words, Eq. (8) is changed to
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Fig. 18 Same as Fig. 5 but at modified colour

M̂(qq̄QQ̄ + ng)

=
∑

i=0,n

∑

P(1,...,i)

∑

P(i+1,...,n)

[
(t1 . . . t i )q Q̄(t i+1 . . . tn)Qq̄

× M(q, 1, . . . , i, Q̄, Q, i + 1, . . . , n, q̄)

− (t1 . . . t i )qq̄(t
i+1 . . . tn)QQ̄

× M∗(q, 1, . . . , i, q̄, Q, i + 1, . . . , n, Q̄)
]
, (20)

where we defined M∗ = 1
Nc

M . In this way, the colour matrix
and expansion ignores the colour suppression of the u(1)

gluon and includes all kinematic amplitudes already at LC.
As we see by comparing Fig. 18 to Fig. 5, modified colour

decreases the accuracy, but has up to half the relative uncer-
tainty at LC if the quarks have different flavours. Despite this
positive effect, the modLC amplitudes are not precise enough
for practical corrections. In addition, the same-flavour preci-
sion actually gets worse using this colour expansion.

The speed of the modified expansion was found to be
slower at each order but the same at the end of the expansion
as expected.
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